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The Island
c.332 bce (Tyre)

Observe the dog on the beach, splashing, chewing
snails, its mouth the story of purple dye.
The time is sunrise, dogstar Sirius rising
(so important, coins have stars or dogs.)
The slime from Murex snails would mark Tyre,
a sandspit island of urns of Tyrian purple;
to Pliny, dark but brilliant clotted blood.
For thousands of years, shells were crushed and boiled;
Murex married an imported animal bride –
Bombyx, in violet that would never fade.
This silk, worth more than gold, Phoenicians traded
to royalty. Such wealth from the stench, the sea,
meant keeping books, thus the alphabet was made.
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You are the tide, cajoling pebbles but failing
to breach the island’s walls twice a day,
swatting ships for twelve years, frothing at the reefs
and only glimpsing the stinking rich pray
at Melkart’s temple and sip from artesian wells.
So why the rocks ripped from the city dropped
in the sea, the wooden towers wrapped in leather,
the giant screen between them for Alexander
to hide the path he’s building on the water
from the mainland, half a mile — stopped?
The fire ship: the Tyrians piled timber
and pitch on a ship, weighted it aft, towed it
to the causeway; cauldrons of oil on the masts
tipped and ignited the engineering project.
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The luck of islands: Alexander, twenty,
assembles a navy, lobs stones at the walls
from catapults but divers slash his anchor
ropes; some sea monster bumps the causeway.
For Alexander, this man atop a tower,
arrows dart like dolphins through a gap.
Tyrians pour molten lead and huge
dishes of hot sand on the Macedonians.
Alexander leaves for a nap at two
every day, his enemies note and attack.
What destiny: this once, he comes back. 
He defeats the islanders and completes the landfill.
Sold into slavery, thirty thousand people.
A catapult is dragged across to the temple
so Alexander can kneel there in a purple cloak.
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The Walkers 
c. 506 BCE (Wu, China)

 i.

I’ll tell you how to walk, said Sun Tzu.
The king’s women smiled at the master of war.
Walk to the right, he said. The ladies giggled.
Was I unclear, he asked. No, you
two leaders, walk to the left. They laughed.
If you laugh at me, he said, I’ll kill you.
He did, and right away the rest obeyed.
The king cried and made Sun a general.
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 ii.

To you it looks like we’re doing nothing:
busy ants walking back and forth,
cleaning footware, packing tools,
walking together
      that’s more than you can say for 
We trust each other. The knives are sharp, serrated;
we keep the sheaths spotless. Afterwards
our dreams are red
      you’ve never seen so much
The toes are really not a part of us, such
little bits of flesh. When separated
from us, they’re ridiculous. There’s a ritual
but mistakes happen
      under stress, you know
We’re the walkers. Practice and discipline is all
we need. Our leaders had the bandaged toes,
took the shots, assumed the limp
with pride, suffered
      you think I’m some insensitive
well someone has to do it, the common good.
It hurts to walk and we require
a tough hide
  you can’t imagine in a hundred 
years later, you will not understand.
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Marathon
c. August 12, 490 BCE (Greece)

 i.

Four days’ wait. Now
barely light, lentils of water
on bay leaves. Some ships left
but the whole plain still seethes
with Persians and horses. I ask how
we can win; my slave says their shields
are wicker. I ask Athena for help;
my slave says gods may not exist.
He brings bread and figs and cheese.
My slave, the butter-eater from Thrace,
laughs with me at Persians gobbling
green nuts. Spartans are celebrating.
Our hero ran all the way
there and back but they won’t fight.
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Helmets and greaves on, we are a phalanx
running, shields covering the right,
in dense ranks of eight at the flanks,
arrows tapping bronze, we meet
men with long hair and nothing
but cloth vests, like women, I think,
the blade sinks, I pull it out,
plunge, veer to the centre, and beat
through bodies in pieces, bones
crack, organs spurt, groaning
barbarians fall bellowing in the swamp,
we roar the rest back to the sea,
plash in after and mob some boats.
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 ii.

Trudging up from the beach, wet,
hoping not to hear much
more today, we must get
to Athens before the Persians sail
around the cape and attack. My slave
packs my armor, the flutes keep
time for the seven hours, running
on the flat, from the second hour it’s slow
on the hills. He drops my spears in the fennel.
I yell at him for being old,
forty. He proffers a claypot of onions
and barley we eat with our fingers. No
fish. My slave says once the world
was water and men came from fish.
He took me to school every day
and this is something I didn’t know.
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My older sister has never been
to class, or a market. May she never
see men as I did. How
many goats sacrificed
for Persians killed? Let me rest
under an olive tree. No,
Athens will fall undefended,
my slave says, democracy destroyed.
We march, the road slopes down.
My slave whispers, rich men
will betray the city from within
if we let them. No loyalty.
He tugs grapes from vines for me,
almost ripe. We share some water.
They’ll sack the harvest, my slave says,
and restore the tyrant. We can see the walls
of Athens. We are thousands strong, a force
that will push back the Persian fleet,
and I say to my slave, you are free. 
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Torched
330 BCE  (Persepolis)

(Drunk courtesan leaping up,
girl musicians sliding from couches
of men crowned with laurel leaves,
men without trousers talking
philosophy, feasting the god of excess)
 
 How much alcohol did 
Thaïs raises a golden cup
to Alexander, whose cock conquered
the Persians, the Palace must be his.
The hundred-column hall: his,
the tributes - weapons and lions from Susa,
embroidery and horses from Babylonia,
treasuries of taxes and star charts,
prayers and epic poems: his. 

(Ripping open a pomegranate, spraying
red dots across her breasts)
 
 Just because some woman 
To Alexander, first to see
Lammasu lions with men’s heads
and eagle wings above the empire
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of subjects celebrating spring.
Did we fear their stone soldiers?
Did we let them keep their silver?
Did their ancestors set fire
to Athens with no consequences?
(Grabbing torches, Thaïs and the girls
singing revenge and ready to burn
down the Palace for Dionysus)

 All she had to do 
Would a sovereign king
claim or destroy the enemy culture?
Would Alexander stagger
up the hundred eleven steps,
hurl his own blazing torch
at the Palace of limestone and cedar?
Would he reasonably regret the impulse
before he died at thirty-two?

postscript:
 How many times has
The historian warned him: without me
you’re nothing, and I won’t bow.
It’s written. Who cares how
the historian himself died. (Hanged)
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